Upgrade of the switch-mode power supply

a) disconnect the power supply (p.s.) from the mains
b) remove the back panel of the p.s.
c) remove the cover plate with the yellow label on the left side of the upper unit.
d) exchange the 60-pin μP-bypass plug (if delivered)
e) exchange the triggergenerator (if delivered) the old one is plugged in slot 2 or 4 (numbered from left to right). the new one should be plugged in slot 2
f) remove the jumper in slot 4 (if present)
g) plug in the triggercontrolboard in slot 4 (if delivered)
h) stick the new label on the old one
i) if you like to use an external triggergenerator you have to put the external trigger input-box between your triggergenerator and the power supply. Your triggergenerator must deliver 15V in 50 Ohms.
j) check if the display shows the repetition rate, if the manual trigger works and if you have no triggering from the internal trigger when you use external trigger mode.

The performance of the new PC-boards has been checked at Lambda Physik

Please ship the exchanged parts back to Lambda Physik or our representative.